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Editorial Letter

Dear Colleagues,

The PARS as a society has become a great achievement to all Rhinologists throughout the Arab world.

PARS have achieved a distinguished international appreciation by The International Rhinology Society (IRS), European Rhinology Society (ERS), American Academy (AAO-HNSF), and Italian Academy of Rhinology (IAR). Members of PARS are now enjoying a lot of privileges due to our joint cooperation with such distinguished societies and international institutions.

The ISIAN-IRS-PARS Conference has been postponed to next year November 20-24, 2014 and has moved from Sharm El-Sheikh to Dubai. The PARS Society has proved itself as an acclaimed society garnering the support and encouragement of both the IRS and ISIAN.

We are sure that together as Arab Countries we will render such an event in Dubai as tremendous success in November 2014.
ISIAN-IRS-PARS 2014
Dubai- November 20-24, 2014

Knowledge is Power
Together we can make a big different
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